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We would like to thank you for choosing The Corrector.  At Reporting-Central, we are 

dedicated to the Microsoft Dynamics Community  and Microsoft Dynamics GP.  If you 

would like to make suggestions, comments or provide feedback, please do not hesitate 

to contact us. 

          Gianmarco Salzano 

           Vice President 

            813-579-4991 

            gsalzano@reporting-central.com 

OVERVIEW 

“The Corrector” for AP Distributions lets Dynamics GP users clean up AP 

transactions that were posted incorrectly.  “The Corrector” simplifies the 

steps needed to adjust incorrect entries and tracks all of the significant 

historical detail that will accompany the corrected transaction forever in 

Dynamics GP. 

                                                      Keep an eye out for “The Corrector” being                    

    enabled for other modules. 
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Learning to use ‘The Corrector” is very straight forward and can be 

worked into your standard operating routines quickly and easily. 

Drill into the Distribution     

Entry Zoom and you will see 

the “Correct” button: 

Once an offending transaction 

has been identified: 
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When the “Correct Button” has 

been clicked, the “Correction” 

screen will appear: 

Fill in “Requested By” and 

“Reason for Correction”, then 

click the row(s) that need to 

be corrected.  Next, click the 

“Create Journal” button in the 

upper left corner: 

A pop-up window will appear 
indicating that a Journal Entry 
has been created, click “OK” 

** Tip:  Make note of Journal Entry 

number for easy referencing as the 

correction is processed ** 
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Users will now see the “Transaction 

Entry” screen and find a transaction 

that has already been created.       

“The Corrector” automatically     

creates the reversing entry for the 

transaction that was selected  in the 

previous screen.  Users must now 

enter the correct account for the   

expense to be allocated to and click 

“Save”: 

Open the “Master Posting” screen 

from the Financials area and select 

the batch for the corrected entry 

(notice the batch begins with 

PMCORR for easy identification,).  

Once the batch has been selected, 

click “Post”: 
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Users looking back to the original 

transaction will notice that the 

“Correct” button now has  a     

“Red Border” , indicating that the  

transaction has been “corrected”: 

Click the “History” button to view 

the “Correction History” window:   

Once posted in the GL, the corrected transaction and the related detailed 

information are available for viewing. 

** Also, if needed users have the 

ability to correct other lines by 

following the regular correction 

process steps** 

Users can now view the history of 

what was corrected from the 

original transaction in either    

summary or detail: 
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To move between the summary view and detailed view, please click on 

the “chevron”. 

Summary view: 

Detail  view: 

Chevron 

We hope that “The Corrector” streamlines your use of Dynamics GP and 

helps improve the integrity of your data. 

Chevron 
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If you have any questions, comments or need assistance, please      

contact Reporting-Central: 

 

support@reporting-central.com    

OR     

 813-579-4991 

OR 

www.reporting-central.com 

SUPPORT 

mailto:support@reporting-central.com

